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Abstract: We present On analysis Of the unusual optical light curve of
the gamma-ray burst 6R8 081029 at u redShtft of $z = 3.8474$. We
combine $X$-ray and optical observations from {\sl Swift\/l with optical
and infrared data from REM to obtain m detailed data Set extending from
$\Opprux 10^2$~S to $\opprUx 1@ » 5$~S after the BAT trigger, and from
I0~k8V t0 16\,000~\AA. The $X$-ray afterglow Showed O shallow initial
decay followed by u rapid decay after about 18\ ^ 000~S. The optical
afterglow, however, Shows an uncharacteristic rise at about 5000~S that
has no corresponding feature in the $X$-ray light curv8. The data are
not consistent with o single-component 'et '
 It is possible
that there are multiple physical components contributing t0 the
afterglow of 6RB~08IO29.
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